MASTS

ELC offers a wide range of masts (4 models with or without winch),
specifically designed for use with “LUMAPHORE®” lighting heads
and which all conform to the latest CE standards.
Our masts are designed with:
- Strong sectional tubes and base which is specially
designed for maximum stability
- Reduced loading height and large locking lever for
ease of use
- Locking system and tilt adjustment for optimum
safety (EL400-ELT300-500)
- Electro-galvanized finish, Epoxy or Teflon paint

ELT 300-500 models easily reach the desired
height from a drive system fitted with polyamide
pulleys to reduce cable wear.
All 3, 4 and 5 meters masts are fitted with
adjustable feet for use on uneven ground.

Generator platform

MASTS Reference Model

Maximum
Height

Technical data

PER0060 - EL200

PER0016 - EL400

PER0002 - ELT 300

PER0004 - ELT 500

180 cm

396 cm

300 cm

510 cm

Standard telescopic mast

Description
Finish
Diameter at
ground level
Loading
height
Weight

Advantages

Telescopic mast with winch

Electro-galvanized steel

Electro-galvanized steel

Electro-galvanized steel

Covered with Teflon paint

90 cm

154 cm

154 cm

174 cm

104 cm

168 cm

147 cm

165 cm

5 kg

13,6 Kg

16 kg

25 kg

Various height position

Accessories

- Rollers Kit
- Rollers kit with foam
protections

Compatible
with:

- MiniLite
- K10
- K9-30

- safety key
- rings for tensioning system
- various height positions
- adjustable feet
- holes for anchor pegs

- rings for tensioning system
- winch with cable
- adjustable feet
- holes for anchor pegs

- Mast Cover
- Tensioning system Kit
- Ballast bag
- LED 120L 24v
- LED 200L
- LED 200XL
- LED 400L
- LED 400XL

- 120XL 12v
- 230XL 24v

- Wheel Kit
- Generator platform
- LED 120XL 12v
- LED 120L 24v
- LED 200L
- LED 200XL
- LED 400L

- LED 400XL
- LED 1000XL

Ballast Kit
Mast wheel

Cover mast
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